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Who Wrote this? Ai 
And Aye Aye Aye

• Relani Belous, Founder, Belous Law Corporation

• Ian Ballon, Co-Chair, Global Intellectual Property & 
Technology Practice Group, Greenberg Traurig LLP



DISCLAIMER

• This presentation is for educational purposes only and should not be duplicated or distributed in any 
manner.

• Opinions or points of view expressed in this presentation represent the view of the presenter and does 
not necessarily represent the official position or policies of their respective firms.

• Nothing in this presentation constitutes any form of legal advice. 



GET READY…..



Even the Creator has some “Macbeth” comments…



• WHAT THE %&$^#$ IS AI?
• Artificial intelligence is the science of making machines that can think like humans. 

• In that regard, AI technology can process large amounts of data in ways, unlike humans. The goal for AI is 
to be able to do things such as recognize patterns, make decisions, and judge like humans.

• AI combines computer science and structured data sets to create programs that perform tasks which 
typically require human intelligence, such as reasoning, learning and decision-making.  That said, LLM-
based  (ones that are language based) AI software lack the ability to truly comprehend or reason beyond 
the patterns they observe in the text, and cannot form independent thoughts, reason through complex 
problems or make decisions based on abstract concepts.



• USES
•  Call centers

•  Call Analytics: 
 Call Classification: 
 Call Intent Discovery:
 Chatbot for Customer Service (Self – Service Solution)
 Chatbot Analytics
 Chatbot testing
 Customer Contact Analytics
 Customer Service Response Suggestions
 Social Listening & Ticketing 
 Intelligent Call Routing 
 Survey & Review Analytics
 Voice Authentication



USES
> Data

Data Cleaning & Validation Platform: 

Data Integration: 

Data Management & Monitoring:

Data Preparation Platform:.

Data Transformation: 

Data Visualization

Data Labeling

Synthetic Data

> Finance
Billing / invoicing reminders: 



USES
> HR

Employee Monitoring: 
Hiring: 
HR Analytics
HR Retention Management
Performance Management.

> Marketing
Marketing analytics:
Personalized Marketing 
Context-Aware Marketing



USES

 Operations

Cognitive / Intelligent Automation

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) Implementation: 

Process Mining

Predictive Maintenance: 

Inventory & Supply Chain Optimization: Admin

Building Management: 

Digital Assistant



USES
 Sales/Pre-Sales

 Sales Forecasting
 Lead generation
 Sales Data Input Automation: 
 Predictive sales/lead scoring: AI-based agent coaching: Sales Rep Response Suggestions/ Sales Rep Next Action 
 Sales Content Personalization and Analytics
 Retail Sales Bot
 Meeting Setup Automation (Digital Assistant
 Prescriptive Sales
 Sales Chatbot
 Sales analytics
 Customer Sales Contact Analytics: 
 Sales Call Analytics
• =



USES
> Tech

No code AI & app development: 

Analytics & Predictive Intelligence for Security

Knowledge Management

Natural Language Processing Library/ SDK/ API

Image Recognition Library/ SDK/ API

Secure Communications

Deception Security

Autonomous Cybersecurity Systems

Smart Security Systems

AI Developer

Developer Assistance 

AI Consultancy



Wait There’s More…..
 Automotive & Autonomous Things

Driving Assistant: 
Vehicle Cybersecurity: 
Vision Systems: 
Self-Driving Cars
Education
Course creation
Tutoring

 Fashion

Creative Design
Virtual try-on
Trend analysis

• >



USES

 FinTech 

 Fraud Detection

 Insurance & InsurTech

 Financial Analytics Platform

 Travel & expense management

 Credit Lending & Scoring

 Loan recovery

 Robo-Advisory

 Regulatory Compliance

 Data Gathering

 Debt Collection 

 Conversational banking



USES
 HealthTech

Patient Data Analytics

Personalized Medications and Care

Drug Discovery 

Real-Time Prioritization and Triage 

Early Diagnosis

Assisted or Automated Diagnosis & Prescription

Pregnancy Management: 

Medical Imaging Insights

Healthcare Market Research

Healthcare Brand Management and Marketing: 

Gene Analytics and Editing

Device and Drug Comparative Effectiveness

Healthcare chatbot



USES

> Manufacturing

Manufacturing Analytics: 
Collaborative Robots
Robotics 
Retail
Cashierless Checkout
Telecom
Network investment optimization



A Perfect Pitch….
• Apple has announced a series of new accessibility tools for the iPhone and iPad, 

including a feature that promises to replicate a user’s voice for phone calls after only 15 
minutes of training. 

• Based on this up and coming tool known as “Personal Voice”, users will be able to read 
text prompts to record audio and have the technology learn their voice. 

• A related feature called Live Speech will then use the “synthesized voice” to read the 
user’s typed text aloud during phone calls, FaceTime conversations and in-person 
conversations. Users will also be able to save common phrases to use during live 
conversations. 

• There is also discussions about using voices from those who are deceased.



“
" If AI has a goal and humanity 
just happens to be in the way, it 
will destroy humanity as a matter 
of course without even thinking 
about it… It's just like, if we're 
building a road and an anthill just 
happens to be in the way, we 
don't hate ants, we're just 
building a road "

Elon Musk, February 29, 2020



https://www.foxnews.com/tech/humans-stumped-difference-
between-real-ai-generated-images-study

WhAt does the PUBLiC thinK?

https://www.foxnews.com/tech/humans-stumped-difference-between-real-ai-generated-images-study
https://www.foxnews.com/tech/humans-stumped-difference-between-real-ai-generated-images-study


LETS GET LEGAL…...



WHAT TO DO, WHAT TO DO?

• Tort Liability
• Insurance Issues
• Discrimination and Bias
• DATA and Privacy 
• IP



Policy Statements related to IP Practitioners

-Copyright Office Launches New Artificial Intelligence Initiative Issue No. 1004 - March 16, 2023

-In June 2022, the USPTO announced the formation of the AI/ET Partnership, which provides an opportunity to bring stakeholders together through
a series of engagements to  share ideas, feedback, experiences, and insights on the intersection of intellectual property  and AI/ET.

-The Writer’s Guild of America (WGA) has come out with a statement that indicates that “the WGA’s proposal to regulate use of material produced
using artificial intelligence or  similar technologies ensures the companies can’t use AI to undermine writers’ working standards,
including compensation, residuals, separated rights, and credits.” For now, this will serve to as a potential block to the use of AI to circumvent the
union.

-And the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), with regard to actors, recently noted that, “the terms and conditions involving rights to digitally simulate
a performer to create new performances must be bargained with the union.” This will likely lead to amendments to bargaining agreements.





“The results that the researchers got were impressive. 
They found out that when trained on keystrokes 
recorded by a nearby phone, the model achieves an 
accuracy of 95%. Further, the model showed an 
accuracy of 93% when trained on keystrokes recorded 
using the video-conferencing software Zoom. The 
researchers emphasize that their results prove the 
practicality of side-channel attacks via off-the-shelf 
equipment and algorithms.”



When the U.S. Copyright Office denied copyright protection for 
Kashtanova’s Midjourney-generated artwork, the Office found their 
work lacked the factor of human authorship

USCO described the process of image generation from AI prompts as 
one “not controlled by the user because it is not possible to predict,” 
stating that a human does not “create” an image where a human 
only “influences” but cannot “dictate a specific result.”  

After that the USCO  stated that if an AI program merely receives a 
prompt from a human and produces a complex work in response, the 
traditional elements of authorship are carried out by the machine, 
not the human.



From LEXIS:

Restrictions on use of LexisNexis content in third 
party applications, including artificial intelligence 
technologies such as large language models and 
generative AI

We would like to take this opportunity to remind you that 
our agreements do NOT permit you to use or upload 
content you receive through LexisNexis’ services into 
external applications, bots, software or websites, including 
those using artificial intelligence technologies such as 
large language models and generative AI. In accordance 
with our terms of use, we must uphold our obligation to 
protect the content within our services, and need to 
acknowledge that our customers share these same 
obligations. 



A FEW FLAWS



AI Is Out of Date
Another significant issue is with the datasets these tools are 
trained on. They have a cutoff date. Generative AI models are 
fed massive amounts of data, and they use it to assemble their 
responses. But the world is constantly changing, and it doesn’t 
take long for the training data to become obsolete. Updating AI 
is a massive process that has to be done from scratch each time 
because the way data is interconnected in the source means 
that adding and weighting additional information isn’t possible 
to do piecemeal. And the longer the data goes without 
updates, the less accurate it becomes



AI Essentially is Infringing Rights 

Plagiarism and infringement is a real issue in the creative arts, 
but the output of a generative AI model really can’t be defined 
in any other way. 

As we know a machine like a computer isn't capable of what 
we would consider original thought—since they just recombine 
existing data in a variety of ways. While its novel and(maybe) 
interesting, but it isn’t unique. 
The cases we see now are ones which artists quite rationally 
complain that training a visual generation model on their 
copyrighted works and using it to create new images in their 
style is an unlicensed use of their art. This is a huge legal black 
box that will effect how AI is trained and implemented in 
unknown ways.



AI Learns From Biased Datasets

Implicit bias has been a huge problem with machine learning for decades. There was 
a famous case a few years back when Hewlett-Packard cameras struggled to identify 
Black people’s faces but had no problem with lighter-skinned users, because the 
training and testing of the software were not as diverse as they should have been. 
The same thing can happen with massive AI data sets—the information AI is trained 
on can bias the output. As more decisions are made based on AI computation as 
opposed to human review, bias opens the possibility for massive structural 
discrimination.

Type “greatest leaders of all time” in your favourite search engine and you will 
probably see a list of the world’s prominent male personalities. How many women 
do you count? 

An image search for “school girl” will most probably reveal a page filled with women 
and girls in all sorts of sexualized costumes. Surprisingly, if you type “school boy”, 
results will mostly show ordinary young school boys. No men in sexualized costumes 
or very few.

These are examples of gender bias in artificial intelligence, originating from 
stereotypical representations deeply rooted in our societies.



AI-systems deliver biased results. Search-engine technology is 
not neutral as it processes big data and prioritizes results with 
the most clicks relying both on user preferences and location. 
Thus, a search engine can become an echo chamber that 
upholds biases of the real world and further entrenches these 
prejudices and stereotypes online.



AI Is Shallow

Machines are brilliant at sifting through huge amounts of data and 
finding things in common. But making them delve deeper into content 
and context almost always fails. 

One example --- Midjourney. Its creations look amazing on the surface, 
every brush stroke placed perfectly. But when AIs try to replicate a 
complex physical object—say, the human hand—they’re not capable of 
grappling with the intrinsic structure of the object, instead making a 
guess and giving their portraits seven-fingered penguin flippers more 
often than not. 

With the ability to “understand” that a human hand has four fingers 
and a thumb is a massive gap in how these intelligences “think.”



AI Can “Lie”

A generative AI model cannot tell you whether something is 
factual; it merely pulls data only from what it’s been fed. 

Thus --if that data says that the sky is chartreuse, the AI will 
give you back stories that take place under a lime-colored sky. 

Also, when something like ChatGPT prepares output for you, it  
isn’t fact-checking or doing any second-guessing. Even if you 
correct it during your session, those corrections aren’t fed back 
to the algorithm. So, the bottom line is the software is 
comfortable lying and making things up because it has no way 
not to, and that makes relying on the output risky. 



THE “AYE AYE AYE” 
LIST



June 2023 

A U.S. judge imposed sanctions on two New York lawyers who 
submitted a legal brief that included six fictitious case citations 
generated by an artificial intelligence chatbot, ChatGPT.

This was in NY and the  District in Manhattan ordered lawyers 
Steven Schwartz, Peter LoDuca and their law firm Levidow, 
Levidow & Oberman to pay a $5,000 fine in total.

The judge found the lawyers acted in bad faith and made "acts 
of conscious avoidance and false and misleading statements to 
the court."



You get a dollhouse! And you get a dollhouse!

In Dallas,  a six-year-old ordered a dollhouse (and four pounds of 
cookies, for a snack!). What was not run-of-the-mill was what 
happened a few days later when the local news reported the whimsical 
moment. When the news anchor stated, “I love the little girl saying, 
‘Alexa ordered me a dollhouse,'” many viewers (and Echo owners) 
found that their own Echo devices had set about ordering dollhouses 
for them.



Do I know you?

This is an issue with facial recognition -- -years ago, Amazon’s vaunted 
facial recognition software matched 28 members of Congress to 
mugshots of criminals. UH OH

The Scottish soccer team Inverness Caledonian Thistle FC bypassed 
facial recognition in favor of ball recognition by replacing their human 
camera operators with AI-operated ball-tracking cameras. Now, 
cameras would always follow the action by automatically following the 
ball. 
Sounds great, except fans watching at home missed most of the scoring 
plays as the AI-operated cameras constantly mistook the referee’s bald 
head for the soccer ball. 

Many fans called the team to complain, one going so far as to suggest 
supplying the ref with a toupee.



Microsoft confidently demonstrated its Bing AI capabilities in 
February 2023, with the search engine taking on tasks like 
providing pros and cons for top selling pet vacuums, planning a 
5-day trip to Mexico City, and comparing data in financial 
reports. 

Unfortunately ---- Bing failed to differentiate between a corded 
/cordless vacuum, missed relevant details for the bars it 
references in Mexico City, and mangled financial data — by far 
the biggest mistake.





September 2022

A California-based AI artist who goes by the name Lapine discovered private medical record photos taken by her doctor in 2013 referenced in the LAION-5B image set, 
which is a scrape of publicly available images on the web. AI researchers download a subset of that data to train AI image synthesis models such as Stable Diffusion and Google Imagen.
Lapine discovered her medical photos on a site called Have I Been Trained, which lets artists see if their work is in the LAION-5B data set. Instead of doing a text search on the site

 Lapine uploaded a recent photo of herself using the site's reverse image search feature. She was surprised to discover a set of two before-and-after medical photos of her face, 
which had only been authorized for private use by her doctor, as reflected in an authorization form Lapine tweeted and also provided to Ars.

https://twitter.com/LapineDeLaTerre
https://twitter.com/LapineDeLaTerre/status/1570889343845404672?s=20&t=KThzGIaLvD7nV0GNxmu0UA
https://laion.ai/blog/laion-5b/
https://imagen.research.google/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2022/09/have-ai-image-generators-assimilated-your-art-new-tool-lets-you-check/
https://twitter.com/LapineDeLaTerre/status/1570889343845404672


Well…..Can Generative AI Break 
Privilege and Waive 
Confidentiality?



Example – Grammarly

Feeding material into Grammarly (or ChatGPT or Google Translate) likely effects a privilege waiver
and breaches any applicable confidentiality obligations. 

To be clear, the problem doesn’t result solely from the risk of some potential data breach in the future. 

The issue is in providing privileged or confidential material to a third-party that has the 
ability to access that material. 

Yeah, maybe not a great idea……



CURRENT CASES & 
LEGAL “STUFF”







• Contract/TOU/PP restrictions 
• Meta Platforms, Inc. v. BrandTotal Ltd., _ F. Supp. 3d _,  2022 WL 1990225 (N.D. Cal. 2022) (automated access violated TOU)

• Copyright protection (statutory damages and potentially attorneys’ fees if a work is timely registered)
• Facts vs creative expression

• Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 350 (1991)
• Protection for compilations if originality in the selection, arrangement or organization of a database (but thin protection)
• Data mining as a transformative fair use: Author’s Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014)
• VHT, Inc. v. Zillow Group, Inc., 918 F.3d 723 (9th Cir. 2019) (search function not a fair use)

• Common law claims, such as misappropriation to the extent not preempted by 17 U.S.C. § 301
• International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215 (1918)
• National Basketball Ass'n v. Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997)

• Interference with contract or prospective economic advantage 
• Unfair competition
• Trespass and Conversion

• trespass to chattels may be based on unauthorized access (plus damage) 
• Intel Corp. v. Hamidi, 30 Cal. 4th 1342, 1 Cal. Rptr. 3d 32 (2003)

• conversion usually requires a showing of dispossession or at least substantial interference
• Computer Fraud and Abuse Act - Federal anti-trespass computer crimes statute

• Must establish $5,000 in damages to sue
• Exceeding authorized access may not be based on use (vs. access) restrictions: Van Buren v. United 

States, 141 S. Ct. 1648 (2021)
• hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., 31 F.4th 1180 (9th Cir. 2022) (affirming an injunction prohibiting LinkedIn 

from blocking hiQ's access, copying or use of public profiles on LinkedIn's website (information which 
LinkedIn members had designated as public) or blocking or putting in place technical or legal mechanisms 
to block hiQ's access to these public profiles, in response to LinkedIn’s C&D letter)

• Anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA, 17 U.S.C. §§ 1201 et seq.
• Removing, altering or falsifying copyright management information (CMI) - 17 U.S.C. § 1202
• California BOT Law - Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17940 et seq. prohibits the undisclosed use of bots to communicate or interact with a 

person in California online, with the intent to mislead the other person about the artificial identity of the bot, to incentivize a purchase or sale of 
goods or services in a commercial transaction or to influence a vote in an election



Will Class Action Lawsuits Slow Down AI 
Adoption?





EEOC SETTLES FIRST OF ITS KIND

Defendants iTutorGroup, Inc., Shanghai Ping’An Intelligent Education Technology Co., LTD, and Tutor 
Group Limited (collectively “Defendants”) hired tutors to provide English-language tutoring to adults and 
children in China. Id. at *3. Defendants received tutor applications through their website. The sole 
qualification to be hired as a tutor for Defendants is a bachelor’s degree. Additionally, as part of the 
application process, applicants provide their date of birth.

On May 5, 2022, the EEOC filed a lawsuit on behalf of Wendy Pincus, the Charging Party, who was over 
the age of 55 at the time she submitted her application. The EEOC alleged that Charging Party provided 
her date of birth on her application and was immediately rejected. Accordingly, the EEOC alleged that 
Defendants violated the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (“ADEA”) for programming its 
hiring software to reject female applicants over 55 years old and male applicants over 60 years old. Id. at 
*1. Specifically, the EEOC alleged that in early 2020, Defendants failed to hire Charging Party, Wendy 
Pincus, and more than 200 other qualified applicants age 55 and older from the United States because 
of their age. Id.



The Consent Decree

On Augus t 9, 2023, the parties  filed a  “J oint Notice Of Settlement Agreement And Reques ted Approval And 
Execution Of Cons ent Decree,” (the “Cons ent Decree.”). Id. The Cons ent Decree confirmed that the parties  agreed 
to s ettle for $365,000, to be dis tributed to tutor applicants  who were allegedly rejected by Defendants  becaus e of 
their age, during the time period of March 2020 through April 2020. Id. at 15. The s ettlement payments  will be 
s plit evenly between compens atory damages  and backpay. Id. at 16.
In terms  of non-monetary relief, the Cons ent Decree als o requires  Defendants  to provide anti-dis crimination 
policies  and complaint procedures  applicable to s creening, hiring, and s upervis ion of tutors  and tutor 
applicants . Id. at 9. Further, the Cons ent Decree requires  Defendants  to provide training programs  on an annual 
bas is  for all s upervis ors  and managers  involved in the hiring proces s . Id. at 12-13. The Cons ent Decree, which will 
remain in effect for five years , a ls o contains  reporting requirements  and record-keeping requirements . Mos t 
notably, the Cons ent Decree contains  a  monitoring requirement, which allows  the EEOC to ins pect the premis es  
and records  of the Defendants , and conduct interviews  with the Defendant’s  officers , agents , employees , and 
independent contractors  to ens ure compliance.



CLA/TABLE.xlsx



Meanwhile in the EU….

SUMMARY

•Draft AI Act – In April 2021, the European Commission provided a draft regulation laying down harmonized rules on artificial 
intelligence (AI Act) which as geared towards safeguarding fundamental EU rights and user safety. This draft o was followed by 
a further draft of its own by the Council of the European Union in December 2022 and finally by an independent draft of the 
European Parliament in June 2023.

•Generative AI: With generative AI applications now on the massive explosion track --- this has led to last-minute proposals for 
regulatory amendments to the AI Act, most notably a globally unique transparency obligation related to copyrighted 
material being used as training data. 

Other copyright issues related to generative AI remain open ended for now.



Consolidation of the Various Drafts – Trilogue: 

The EU Commission, the EU Council, and the EU Parliament have now entered into the final closed-door negotiations (“Trilogue”) 
to agree on a final text of the EU’s ambitious AI Act based on their three diverging proposals. In particular, the definition of AI, the 
risk classification of AI, and the interplay between existing laws and the AI Act to avoid double regulation will be main discussion 
points.

What Is to Be Regulated by the AI Act?

The AI Act will be directly applicable and immediately enforceable in the Member States upon its entry into force. The Regulation 
covers all sectors of AI applications and also is not limited to a specific area of law. The general structure of the AI Act is a risk-
based approach to AI regulation, including the range of banning AI systems with unacceptable risks, to high-risk AI systems subject 
to a wide range of obligations for providers, users, importers, and distributors, to general obligations and principles for all AI 
applications. 

That being said the remaining open issues have sparked intense  discussions within the Trilogue in addition to those between the 
EU and industry organizations.



PRACTICE TIPS

• Client Education

• NDAs

• Terms of Use & Privacy Policies

• Non-Infringement Issues of AI materials 

• Reputation



So should you….?

https://www.google.com/search?q=scream&client=firefox-b-1-d&sca_esv=557227702&sxsrf=AB5stBjDy2L5MnZRncXWtHQZb1j1ubiVBg:1692136007727&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&vet=1&fir=yRX-goLIa1bfCM%252C9ee5n4K5P_zwPM%252C_%253BszoSYqkZ6gHjQM%252C83uTHQLIat0JcM%252C_%253BOqWhgl4IJwbjKM%252COyopYcSeVJ2DSM%252C_%253BhhjYrIRSMbvqXM%252CnXu5ICufNcc7AM%252C_%253BVuvEjm9cc0uPcM%252Cwv0nXtFx75faRM%252C_%253BpUnsOwgSXgAeYM%252CZcGhpo31RRENgM%252C_&usg=AI4_-kRlX5wmXN2HsoHqSC9HLmnFW0FVNA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiSwpvt0d-AAxUSJ0QIHaA1A7cQ_h16BAhZEAE#imgrc=hhjYrIRSMbvqXM


QUESTIONS???
?????



Ian Ballon, JD, LLM, CIPP/US
Co-Chair, Global IP & Technology Practice Group

Greenberg Traurig LLP
(650) 289-7881    (310) 586-6575 (202) 331-3138

Ballon@GTLaw.com
Threads, Facebook, LinkedIn, X (formerly Twitter): Ian Ballon

www.IanBallon.net
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 Using content and data sets to train algorithms for 
ML/AI/Generative AI
 Your own content or data 
 Content or data freely available for use
 Content or data licensed for training 
 Third party content or data that may be accessible but not freely 

available 
 The owner may claim proprietary rights (under IP or other laws)
  Third party data may be incomplete (due to privacy opt-out laws))

 Ethical Issues
 Potential regulation in the U.S. and E.U.

 Compare: Japan
 Will AI put independent artists out of business? AI is only as 

good as the test set data used to train the algorithms?
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 Machines can’t obtain patents

 Machines can’t create works 
 Copyright Office position

 Naruto v. Slater, 888 F.3d 418, 426 (9th Cir. 2018) 
 (holding that “animals other than humans . . . lack 
 statutory standing to sue under the Copyright Act.”)

 Can the output of generative AI result in liability? (i.e., can 
“works” created by machines be infringing or a fair use?)
 Look at the algorithm and the content or data used to train it
 How many photos/songs/other creative works are used to 

train the algorithm
 Does the algorithm replicate a specific creator's style? 
 What if the algorithm is so good that it independently creates a 

work that appears to be infringing? 

15





 Contract/TOU/PP restrictions 
 Meta Platforms, Inc. v. BrandTotal Ltd., _ F. Supp. 3d _,  2022 WL 1990225 (N.D. Cal. 2022) (automated access violated TOU)

 Copyright protection (statutory damages and potentially attorneys’ fees if a work is timely registered)
 Facts vs creative expression

 Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 350 (1991)
 Protection for compilations if originality in the selection, arrangement or organization of a database (but thin protection)
 Data mining as a transformative fair use: Author’s Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014)
 VHT, Inc. v. Zillow Group, Inc., 918 F.3d 723 (9th Cir. 2019) (search function not a fair use)

 Common law claims, such as misappropriation to the extent not preempted by 17 U.S.C. § 301
 International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215 (1918)
 National Basketball Ass'n v. Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997)

 Interference with contract or prospective economic advantage 
 Unfair competition
 Trespass and Conversion

 trespass to chattels may be based on unauthorized access (plus damage) 
 Intel Corp. v. Hamidi, 30 Cal. 4th 1342, 1 Cal. Rptr. 3d 32 (2003)

 conversion usually requires a showing of dispossession or at least substantial interference
 Computer Fraud and Abuse Act - Federal anti-trespass computer crimes statute

 Must establish $5,000 in damages to sue
 Exceeding authorized access may not be based on use (vs. access) restrictions: Van Buren v. United 

States, 141 S. Ct. 1648 (2021)
 hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., 31 F.4th 1180 (9th Cir. 2022) (affirming an injunction prohibiting LinkedIn 

from blocking hiQ's access, copying or use of public profiles on LinkedIn's website (information which 
LinkedIn members had designated as public) or blocking or putting in place technical or legal 
mechanisms to block hiQ's access to these public profiles, in response to LinkedIn’s C&D letter)

 Anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA, 17 U.S.C. §§ 1201 et seq.
 Removing, altering or falsifying copyright management information (CMI) - 17 U.S.C. § 1202
 California BOT Law - Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17940 et seq. prohibits the undisclosed use of bots to communicate or interact with a 

person in California online, with the intent to mislead the other person about the artificial identity of the bot, to incentivize a purchase or sale of 
goods or services in a commercial transaction or to influence a vote in an election

17



 Direct Liability
 If you directly scrape or otherwise copy third party data you could be 

held liable under the theories noted on the prior slide 
 Secondary Liability
 Secondary liability may arise if you pay a third party to access the data or 

acquire data that has been obtained in breach of an agreement or 
violation of law 

 Secondary liability theories could be used to seek to impose individual 
liability, regardless of the corporate form

 Secondary liability exists under IP laws and to a lesser extent under other 
laws but may be harder to establish absent strong documentary evidence 
(emails, text messages, slack), especially if scraping is done offshore
 Contibutory copyright liability
 Vicarious copyright liability
 Inducing copyright liability
 Secondary liability under the anti-circumvention provisions of the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act
 No secondary liability for breach of contract (but potentially interference with contract)
 Potential direct liability for unfair competition
 In extreme cases, fraud 

18





 Multipart balancing test available when a work is used “for purposes such as criticism, 
comment, news reporting, teaching . . . Scholarship or research”
 Courts must consider:
 The purpose and character of the use, including whether it is of a commercial 

nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
 Commercial
 Transformative 

 The nature of the work (creative works are closer to the core of intended 
copyright protection than informational or functional works)

 The amount and substantiality of the portion used in related to the copyrighted 
work as a whole

 The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work 

 Courts may consider other criteria
 VCR recordings 
 Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984)

 For security research: Apple Inc. v. Corellium, LLC, 510 F. Supp. 3d 1269, 1285-92 (S.D. Fla. 2020)  
 Data mining/ Google books
 Author’s Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014)
 Author’s Guild, Inc. v. Google Inc., 804 F.3d 202 (2d Cir. 2015), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 

1658 (2016)  
 Use in connection with criticism
 Katz v. Google, Inc., 802 F.3d 1178 (11th Cir. 2015)

 Google LLC v. Oracle America, Inc., 141 S. Ct. 1183 (2021) (6-2) (Breyer)
 Google’s reimplementation of 37 of 166 of Java SE application programming interfaces (APIs) in the 

Android mobile operating system was a fair use
 Declined to address software copyrightability but provided some guidance

 Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. v. Goldsmith, 143 S. Ct. 1258 (2023)





 The purpose and character of Warhol’s use of Goldsmith’s photo in commercially licensing Orange Prince to 
Conde Nast was not a fair use
 The court only addressed the first factor – not whether the use was fair overall

 The central question is whether a use merely supersedes the original creation (supplanting the original) or adds 
something new, with a further purpose or different character (purpose & character judged by an objective inquiry)

 NEW: As most copying has some further purpose and many secondary uses add something new, the first factor 
asks whether and to what extent the secondary use has a purpose or character different from the original. The larger 
the difference, the more likely the use is fair.

 Transformativeness is a matter of degree – to preserve the copyright holder’s right to prepare derivative works the 
degree of transformation must go beyond that required to qualify as a derivative work

 Stated differently, if an original work and secondary use share the same or highly similar purposes, and the 
secondary use is commercial, the first factor is likely to weigh against fair use absent some other justification for 
copying

 The purpose the court focused on was use of the image to illustrate a magazine article, not the painting itself. Even 
assuming that Warhol’s purpose was to portray Prince as iconic, that difference was not significant enough for 
purposes of using one work or the other to illustrate a magazine article 
 Likewise Warhol’s purpose of commenting on the dehumanizing nature of celebrity was not substantial enough as it was 

not focused specifically on the Goldstein photo that was used (as opposed to any image of Prince) (analogy to parody)
 Because the use was commercial, a more substantial justification was required

 The majority went to great lengths to limit its holding to the facts of the case – competitive commercial 
licensing, emphasizing that other uses of the Goldstein photo for Orange Prince (such as to display in a 
museum) could be fair 

 Nevertheless, the decision seems to import the fourth factor – impact on the market – as relevant to the 
first factor, much in the same way that Justice Breyer in Google found transformativeness to be relevant 
to all four factors.

 The creative nature of the works – and their competitive use for magazine cover licensing – greatly 
impacted the decision

 But if an Andy Warhol painting is not fair use, what is?
 The decision seems to elevate visual impression over other aspects of whether a secondary use has a further 

purpose or different character than the original, which is “a matter of degree” (see Kagan dissent) 
 The degree of difference must be weighed against other considerations, like whether the use is commercial 
 New expression, meaning or message may be relevant, but is not, without more, dispositive

 Gorsuch (joined by Jackson) concurred (examine the purpose of the particular use challenged, not the artistic purpose of the underlying 
use)

 Kagan (joined by Chief Justice Roberts) dissented (sharp departure from Campbell and Google; this opinion will stifle creativity because a 
license is not always available)





• Copyright owners may elect actual or statutory damages at any time prior to a jury verdict

• The amount of damages is determined by the jury if a jury trial is selected

• Statutory damages (1 award per work infringed): 

• Usual range: $750-$30,000 

• Increased to $150,000 if plaintiff proves willfulness 

• Decreased  to $200 if the defendant proves innocence

• Actual Damages: 
• Actual damages suffered as a result of the infringement and, to the extent not duplicative,

• Defendant’s wrongful profits attributable to the infringement 

• May include indirect (or noninfringing) profits attributable to the infringement.

• Timely Registration: 
• Statutory damages and attorneys fees are not recoverable if a plaintiff failed to timely register its work (but actual damages and 

injunctive relief may be available)

• A registration certificate is deemed sufficient even if it contains inaccurate information unless (a) the inaccurate information 
was included on the application with knowledge that it was inaccurate, and (b) the inaccuracy, if known, would have caused 
the Registrar of Copyrights to refuse registration. Unicolors, Inc. v. H&M Hennes & Mauritz, LP, 142 S. Ct. 941 (2022) 

• Timing – Damages for 3 years prior to filing suit

• Petrella v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 572 U.S. 663 (2014).

• Except where the discovery rule applies: Starz Entertainment, LLC v. MGM Domestic Television Distribution, LLC, 39 F.4th 1236 (9th 
Cir. 2022); Nealy v. Warner Chappell Music, Inc., _ F.4th _, 2023 WL 2230267 (11th Cir. Feb. 27, 2023) 

• Attorneys’ fees: 

• Reasonable attorneys’ fees, where a copyright has been timely registered, may be awarded to the prevailing party as part of the costs 
of a case; the decision to award fees is in the sound discretion of the court 

• Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 543 n.19 (1994) 
• Frivolousness

• Motivation

• Objective unreasonableness (both in the factual and legal components of a case)

• The need in particular circumstances to advance considerations of compensation and deterrence

• Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 136 S. Ct. 1979 (2016)
• A court should give substantial weight to the objective reasonableness of the losing party’s position (while an important factor it is not controlling)

• A district court may not award fees to a prevailing plaintiff as a matter or course

• A district court may not treat prevailing plaintiffs and prevailing defendants differently (both should be encouraged to litigate meritorious claims or defenses)

• A court must look at the totality of the circumstances of a case 24



 Legal analysis. Ask: 
 What was copied?
 How was it accessed?
 How was it used?
 How long will it be retained?

 Fair Use. Ask:
 How much was copied?
 Is the material factual/ functional or artistic/ highly creative?
 What is it being used for (to train competitive algorithms? For a 

commercial purpose? For research or scholarship?)
 Was an intermediate copy made?
 If so, how long will it be retained? 

 Practical business considerations
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